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VALUE
PROPOSITION

WHY CONSIDER US
AS YOUR ONLINE PARTNER?
How do we add value to your company?
In order to answer these questions, we suggest
getting to know us. Read through this Value
Proposition, have a look at our case studies,
discover how we work and where we
come from.
Furthermore, once you have familiarised
yourself a little with us through this Value
Proposition, please get in touch, set up
a meeting and join us to discuss your
requirements.

WHO WE ARE
Liquid Edge Solutions is a South African,
Cape Town-based online solutions company.
Our tribe consists of a number of dynamic
teams, wherein each individual contributes
towards ongoing innovation, through the
creation of custom solutions for our
business communities.

2018
Over a decade of success
2012
Exponential Growth
2007
Medium Enterprise
2004
Small Enterprise

WHERE
WE COME FROM
We have a fairly ordinary origin, beginning as a group
of varsity friends writing software. In 2004 we grew into
a small development house, writing bespoke software.
One of our projects came to the attention of PSG Konsult,
a large South African financial institution, who put us in charge of
creating a financial business system for them. We have recently had
the honour of celebrating more than a decade of working with the
PSG group.
Today, we are a rapidly growing company with a passion for
helping small to medium businesses achieve excellence, across
a variety of industries.
We have the privilege of working with many clients, including
Topwatch, Capespan, Ilse Roux, PSG, Stellenbosch Rugby Academy,
MyPlayers, Irricon, The Financial Emporium, SA Tyres and many
more, forging many great relationships over the years.

HOW WE THINK
The most important part of the process is getting to know you, as well as your business requirements. Our aim is to be able
to see your company’s big picture and drill down to create solutions that serve your core business needs and will enable
you to excel.

CREATING YOUR
BUSINESS IDENTITY

Showing the market who you are.

We always return to the question: does our solution solve the right problem? Our team focuses on the problem described and
the reasoning behind why you need it solved. Then we focus on the value solving this problem will bring to your business and
finally how best to solve it!
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WHAT WE OFFER
Over the page are the various areas of expertise we offer. We are proud
to have a wide range of specialists, who bring a diverse range of skill sets, opinions
and talents to bear in every aspect of our offerings.

Value Proposition
and Corporate Profile

BUILDING AVENUES
TO CONNECT WITH YOUR MARKET

OPTIMIZING YOUR
INTERNAL PROCESSES

Client focused interfaces.

Creating an integrated operational environment.

Website
Creation

Mobile
Application

Social
Media

Webshop /
E-commerce

Online Marketing Initiatives

Operational
Dashboards

3rd Party
APIs

Custom Web
Applications

Omni Accounting
and POS Solutions

Process Workflows
and CRM Systems

THE LIQUID
EDGE TRIBE

Marius Heyns
- Director
Manages all client accounts, finance and HR,
our operations and new business development.

Eduan Astle
- Director
Oversees our specialized products, all new technology
and our skills development.

Niel Astle
- Director
Guides internal management, our internal development
framework and our system implementation.

Roger Poole
- Director
Responsible for managing our internal infrastructure,
all web hosting and our security.

HEAD
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#31

AGILE
APPROACH
The Agile Method assists teams in responding to the unpredictability of constructing software. Agile uses incremental,
iterative work sequences (sprints), with working software as the primary measurement of progress.
The focuses are: to satisfy the client by continually developing software, to manage changing requirements; and to
concentrate on delivering functioning software frequently. In the Agile process we place a strong emphasis on face-to-face
communication between the client and team throughout the design and development of the project and its sections.
We ensure agility through constant attention to technical excellence and good design. We have found self-organized teams
usually create the best designs. The teams reflect at regular intervals on how to become more effective, and then tune
and adjust their behaviour accordingly.
Out Teams by Speciality:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Nova Systems (internal and client), Legacy Projects (long-standing clients) and Mobile Apps.
CarbonConnect Projects, WordPress, Websites, Nova Systems (internal and client), Branding and Marketing.
OCTO Projects (online shops), Websites, Front-end Design and Nova Systems (internal and client).
Accounting and Integration, Omni Sales, Implementation and Training.
New Business Acquisition

OUR SERVICES
E-COMMERCE

Online shop | Payment integration | Courier integration
Mobile ordering app | Product catalogue
Omni Accounts integration

CUSTOM WEB
APPLICATIONS

Online business systems (CRM/ERP/CMS)
Business process automation | Web service integration
Hardware integration | Data integration

CARBONCONNECT
APPLICATIONS

Upsell sales app | Reporting dashboard
Client tracker | Omni accounts integration

OCTO DATA
APPLICATIONS

Master data record management | Stocktaking app
Workflow tools | Data integration tools | EDI Tools

OMNI
ACCOUNTS

Accounting software | Installation and
implementation | Training | Consulting

RESPONSIVE
WEBSITES

Interface design | Web development
WordPress

ONLINE
MARKETING

Online strategy | Content writing
Social media (Organic Reach/Paid Adverts)
Google AdWords | SEO

BRANDING

Corporate identity
Marketing material
Promotional items

MOBILE APPS

Android | iOS

CARBON CONNECT
CarbonConnect is a flexible data-propagation tool that provides a variety of import and export methods, able to expand to
easily integrate with multiple platforms. It can draw information from CSV files, imports via the Omni API and can also source
data from external MySQL, MSSQL and Firebird databases. It also allows for export to CSV files and the Omni API. The various
Carbon APIs allow external systems to be built to enable users to view and manipulate the data stored within Carbon, from
viewing reports to placing sales orders.
It incorporates a variety of automation options, allowing it to be tailored during initial setup by our developers to suit the
user’s business needs, including an event-chaining system that allows us to specify actions that need to happen in sequence.
A Carbon system can also communicate with other Carbon systems, allowing them to keep their data in sync – one of our
biggest networks consists of 24 nodes.
It also has a mobile-friendly client-facing interface, separate from the business-end, that allows us to set up prepared SQL
statements that allow the client to manually re-sync missing data, pull data on specific items, check and handle error reports
and also trigger specially-flagged event-chains to perform certain actions. CarbonConnect was built in such a way to allow
for effortless addition of future integration options while not impacting the rest of the system. Using its API suite, we’re also
able to build external apps that manage or present data from inside Carbon, such as a report viewer or an app that can
initiate interbranch transfers (IBTs) for example.
Finally, Carbon installations can also be organised into clusters, allowing child nodes to send reports on their activities and
status to a parent node, so that the entire cluster can be monitored from a single installation.
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The OCTO system allows the user to organise, collate and standardise data, most commonly stock pricing, imagery and
sales. Additionally, OCTO gives us the capacity to link order and product data to records. OCTO allows internal and external
interfaces among the likes of web shops and mobile applications to seamlessly access and interpret the same data. Included
within the suite of products are web shop designs, a workflow tracking app and mobile applications focused on stock and
order functionality.
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OMNI
ACCOUNTS
Omni Accounts is an extremely versatile accounting
and operational management system which includes
the following specialist modules:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Manufacturing
Vehicle loading and scheduling
CRM (Communications)
Multi-currency
Job Costing
Serial and batch tracking
Multi Branch
POS
Reporting and Stationary Designer

Our Omni Accounts department provide the following
services:
•
Software sales
•
Support
•
Training
•
Implementation
•
Consulting and IT project management

APP DEVELOPMENT
REFERENCES
Omni can also integrate with e-commerce platforms, mobile
applications and remote sites. We can provide small to medium
enterprises with all of the solutions and tools typically associated
with corporate business at an affordable cost allowing you to
compete in the marketplace on an equal footing.
We begin by conducting a full business analysis to fully
understand your business and then provide you with a
wire-frame of the solution. We step through your processes
and provide a graphical representation of the working system.
After this is signed off, we proceed to production and finally
release after thorough testing.
Our integration solution has been rolled out to installations
consisting of as few as one branch and as many as 25.
Its main advantages are reduced error margins, automation
of repetitive tasks, reduction of information capture and an
overall better experience in terms of improved turnarounds.

PSG Financial Services: available on the App Store and Google Play
Bankbox: available on Google Play, a proof of concept app
MyPlayers: currently in development [iOS and Android]
Epilite; Econoloo; and Quantify Lab Pixels
The above apps can be demonstrated on request – as they are for internal, they are not available on the respective
platforms’ application stores.

CASE
CASE STUDY
STUDY

Topwatch came to us with a clear vision. They wanted to establish
“a first of its kind watch platform” in South Africa, to sell pre-owned
watches online.
Business Problem
Topwatch wanted an online ordering system to showcase and sell
pre-owned luxury watches. The system had to have an easy-to-use
backend, database integration system (for newsletters) and a payment
gateway. Despite a clear goal there were quite a few challenges, from
catering to all the users’ needs, to figuring out the best build approach
for an entirely mobile and pc-friendly system.

CASE
CASE STUDY STUDY

The Financial Emporium (TFE) is a team of local financial
advisors who see the market differently. For TFE it is about
establishing trust and inspiring confidence in their clients.
Business Problem
TFE initially approached us to assist them with business
automation. They wanted us to develop a business system for
them that would ensure efficiency in their business processes
and assist in the management thereof.

Solution
We built a a fully tailored and custom solution, which has since seen
many upgrades as the business has grown, including catering for a
huge client database, Google shopping cart feeds and more.

Solution
We designed and developed Babylon, a Client Relationship
Management (CRM) system, for them. Recently TFE felt strongly
that the “why we do what we do”, should be applied to Babylon
so we made enhancements to their system to align it even more
closely with their business vision.

Key features:
•
online sales and ordering
•
workflow management and reporting
•
content management and newsletter integration

Key features:
•
management of client data
•
workflow management and reporting
•
integration with Microsoft Outlook

Platform
•
website (client-facing)
•
online system (internal)

Platform
•
website (client-facing)
•
online system (internal)

Visit topwatch.co.za

Visit financialemporium.com

CASE
STUDY

PSG is an independent financial services company that offers
a unique one-stop integrated service of financial advice and
solutions to private clients throughout Southern Africa.
Business Problem
PSG approached us 10 years ago, when one of our pieces
of software came to their attention. We have continued to
work closely with them for the past 11 years, and we have
built an ongoing service delivery relationship with them on
a national level.
We work closely with their team to design, develop and
integrate custom business tools to be implemented on an
international level, involving all the different departments
within PSG. We provide continuous maintenance and second
level support on all systems that are implemented for them.
Testimonial
Hendrik de Vos; PSG Konsult: Programme Manager
“Over the past eight years, Liquid Edge have proven time
and again why they are so successful. Their professional
and approachable nature have enabled PSG to build unique
and sustainable solutions that assist more than 1300 users
in their daily functions of providing financial advice and
managing wealth.”

CASE
CASE STUDY STUDY

Lesdene came to Liquid Edge requiring assistance with the
building of a website that would facilitate the sale of their
jewellery online to the South African market. They wanted a
relatively simple and clean website, with the stipulation that
it must be easy to use.
Business Problem
Lesdene needed our assistance in determining their online
store requirements, and also wanted our advice in online
store creation, management and suggestions for innovative
features. The detailed planning and discussions resulted in the
remainder of the process (from design to development and
launch) being very smooth. As a direct result, Lesdene is very
happy with their e-commerce solution.
Solution
•
online shop
•
payment integration
•
courier integration
•
product catalogue
Platform
•
website (client-facing)
•
online system (internal)
Visit lesdene.co.za

CASE STUDY

CASE
STUDY

IRRICON supplies an automated irrigation scheduling system
to the agricultural sector using a continuous logging probe.
Business Problem
Irricon envisioned a platform where they could accurately and
easily communicate their probe data to both the farmer and
the system administrator.
Solution
Our solution allows the probe to communicate with the online
system, allowing it to provide raw data. This data is then
interpreted as useful information and displayed in a user
friendly, mobile-responsive interface.
Key reporting features:
•
how much water the farmer needs to irrigate in 		
order for the soil to have the optimum moisture level
•
how long until the soil reaches optimum moisture level
•
the last date that the farmer irrigated the crop
•
graphs displaying max. and min. moisture level values
•
current actual moisture levels
Platforms
•
online system (internal)
•
website (client-facing)
Visit irriconsa.co.za

CASE
CASE STUDY STUDY

Capespan is an international leader in delivering dew-fresh,
world-class products and service solutions to their global fruit
trading partners 365 days a year.
Business Problem
Capespan needed a online platform in order to reach their
global buyers and facilitate their worldwide offices workings.
Solution
We gave them a brand new responsive website with which to
communicate, and 13 micro-sites to showcase each of their
international offices.
Key features:
•
marketing to global buyers
•
facilitate the workings of worldwide operating offices
•
translation functionality (Mandarin in particular)
Platform
•
website (client-facing)
•
online system (internal)
We have continued to assist them and have built numerous
sites for their expanding world-wide presence, including
Outspan, Cape Flavours, Outspan Flavours and more.
Visit capespan.com

CLIENT TESTIMONIALS
Adéle Ackermann, Capespan Group Brand Manager
The Liquid Edge Team showed fantastic initiative and
dedication with the development of two new websites for
Capespan. As a global business, with very complex and
specific needs, we needed a service provider who could take
our website and image to the next level. We had to be sure
of a positive outcome and we thank Liquid Edge for
assisting Capespan in reaching this goal.
Pieter Rousseau, PSG Konsult
“Web-based systems enabled PSG Konsult to deliver a
client centric CRM platform to its financial planners and
assistants, spread throughout about 200 offices in South
Africa, on a cost effective and centrally managed web-based
platform. Effectively delivering a platform catering for
multiple financial disciplines, including data imports from
varied product providers, whilst maintaining tight security
and control of client details proved a challenge that LE
accepted eagerly. Our partnership with them in this
development (which is one of many other mission critical
systems they have developed for us) proved to be greatly
beneficial for both parties. They have truly enabled our
business for future growth and created a sustainable,
long term platform off which we can leverage.”

Johan Dreyer, CEO of Topwatch.co.za
Liquid Edge has become more than just our exclusive technology
partners over the past decade. They are a company with values
and integrity, work ethic and a cutting-edge understanding of
what makes business excel. We now call them family!
Ilse Roux, Owner of Ilse Roux Bridal Wear
I am totally in awe of the new website and systems that Liquid
Edge designed for my company. It is a work of art… breathtakingly
beautiful! Their vision, professional approach, reliability and the
final product exceeded all my expectations. It is an honour to work
with this brilliant team of inspiring professionals.
Hein Mouton, Owner of PrintQ
We needed to automate our entire process (quote to production).
Liquid Edge worked with us step by step to establish the scope for
each part of the system. Now we have a fully functional system,
that makes our lives so much easier and more efficient.
Gustav Neethling, Director of The Financial Emporium
We’ve built a relationship over many years with Liquid Edge.
Their services are efficient and effective. They focus on relationship
building and are committed to building long-term solutions for us.
As their business has grown, so too has ours. It is very reassuring
when you have a capable partner to assist with your complex and
ever-changing needs.

OUR TARGET MARKET
We aim to serve Small- to Medium-sized
enterprises seeking:
•
•
•
•
•

return on investment
technology that stimulates growth
automated and centralised solutions
branding and web strategies
client experience

If you can associate with any of these,
then Liquid Edge Solutions has endless
possibilities waiting for you.

WHERE TO FROM HERE?
We would like to meet with you and we look forward to designing, developing and breathing life into your company’s project.
Below is our process from initial meeting, to the launch of the solution and the forging of an ongoing relationship:
STEP 1: Getting to know your company.
We meet, to get to know you and identify your business requirements.
STEP 2: Drawing up our proposal for your business.
We brainstorm based on your needs and identify the known & unknown requirements. Based on our findings we present you with
a high-level framework solution which includes a BA quote to quantify the unknown requirements.
STEP 3: Establish the Business Requirements Specification document.
On acceptance of the proposal we then proceed with a number of consultations to iron out the unknown requirements and
to further define the known requirements. Based on our findings we present you with a Business Requirements Specification
document.
STEP 4: Design wireframes and establish the Scope of Works (SOW).
On acceptance of the Business Requirements Specification document, we then proceed to design wireframes of the deliverable module(s).
Once these are designed, we will schedule a meeting to present the wireframes and implement any feedback. On acceptance of the
designs we will produce the project scope of works document detailing the full scope of module(s) requirements. Should the need for any
clarification of the SOW arise, a meeting can be scheduled to address these, prior to final approval of the document.
STEP 5: Implementation begins.
Upon acceptance of the Scope of Works (SOW) the project is scheduled for implementation. We keep you updated,
involved and informed through-out the life cycle of the project.
STEP 6: QA, demonstration and testing.
In line with our quality policy, the module is thoroughly tested in a staging environment, until it is ready for user acceptance testing
(UAT). At this point a meeting is scheduled to demonstrate the completed module(s).
STEP 7: Launch and SLA
During the launch we will discuss an ongoing agreement to ensure your solution stays up-to-date, continues to grow and
remains secure.

